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GoFaster’s Power Edition
If you are already a GoFaster user in your
AS400, you won’t probably be thinking of
changing or upgrading your machine. ¿What for?
With GoFaster your are already obtaining
maximum benefit. But it could happen, by some
strange occurrence, that somebody in your shop
has planned a migration to the new AS400, now
Power Systems. It this was the case, don’t
worry, there is also a GoFaster Power Edition.

Those new Power System models which
have limited interactive by the manufacturer,
can also
surpass
that
limitation with
GoFaster, Power Edition, and take advantage
of the total new CPW power. Unlimited
GoFaster licenses will be able to transfer their
licences to the new machine as long as they
are under the annual licence control program.

AS/400’s market response before the economic crisis
Our politicians frequently justify internal economic distortions with the inevitable bonds with
foreign markets’ evolution. We come to assume this reasons, as long as we can see that Europe,
USA and the World around us, in general, are suffering the same or worse situation. From our
little commercial watchtower we observe the activity in different GoFaster´s active markets such
us USA, Malaysia, India, Germany Croatia, Mexico, New Zealand, Costa Rica and many others,
and we come to terms and corroborate that it is true. There is a worldwide crisis.
As/400 sales, migrations, upgrades and all other similar activity are much more scarce and
studied conscientiously because AS/400 shops try to obtain maximum outcome from the
investments they already have. Consequently, GoFaster sales have rocket, since in a normal
market situation it was a very advisable choice it now becomes necessary. For the world economy
studious and observers here are the facts: GoFaster sales have increased by a 65% in China,
47% in USA, 41% in Germany and a 38% in Spain.
GoFaster has become the safety valve that allows to obtain generous performance of our
AS/400 without having to resort to enormous investments.

GoFaster’s Success reasons
Keep up with GoFaster
New Version.- Version 8.05 has been released.
As well has adding internal adjustments in order to
adapt to new Power models, it is also designed to
accomplish V5R4 requirements, and therefore its
installation becomes mandatory.
New prices.- Prices have been reduced overall
and especially for older models. Contract terms are
still 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 36 months and now it can
also be hired on a unlimited license for a very
affordable price.
Multiple machine License.- Licenses over one
year can be transferable to new machines under a
specific license control system. This lets customers
have access to best prices on long contract licenses
without losing the chance to change their machine
and holding the right to keep the same GoFaster
license.
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Some relieve that behind GoFaster
its overwhelming welcome in the AS/400
market there is a factual power that,
based on studied marketing campaigns
and round-about market researches, has
introduced all around the World, in
thousands of AS/400 computers, its
effective and practical technique, with no
other
help
than
its
customers
intelligence and its convincing efficiency.
Examples:
An 800-7408 with a 950 CPW power
and an interactive reduced to a 50 CPW
can
achieve with GoFaster an
interactive of 950 (19 timers higher).
An 520-7394 with a 1000 CPW
power and an interactive reduced to a 60
CPW can achieve with GoFaster an
interactive of 1000 (17 timers higher).
Need any other reasons?
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